At one glance…
see it,
know it,
do it!

BeauTec Business Pilot©
To Pilot Performance
With a New Efficiency

The True Vision

From the era of classical
and static reporting…
As a responsible manager and eloquent decision maker, you know that the days of short
notice decisions are over. New business objectives, new international regulations, new
transparency requirements…
More than ever, you have to "create more out of something much less".
But how?
How to find the best strategy?
How to guide and pilot and make better decisions?
How to control the implementation?
How to adjust and improve planning in real-time?
Particularly as you are already occupied with your day-to-day business.
In the end, what are the major factors that limit your business development?

Multiple dimensions,
> Lack of visibility?
Detached, fragmented, inconsistent information,
whether operational or financial, doesn't provide a reliable and global view of the performance you aspire. In addition, the plans established by individual operational units cannot
take into consideration interdisciplinary
dependencies.

> Limited, partial control?
Information gathered from multiple sources,
difficult to access and assess, has to be compiled in order to be analyzed, to find keyinformation, and to control critical alerts.
Heavy work that leaves no space for rapid
and continuous appreciation of assets and
performance.

> Detached forecasts?
No integrated and unified reporting infrastructure, lack of consistency, fragmented information,
slow to set up and even slower to use. The data
you have is more oriented towards the past than
towards the future.
It is impossible to use it as a basis for critical decision
making and to conceive long-term strategies.

No doubt, the key to your future success
lies in your information systems…

…leading to dynamic and
instantaneous management!
As a real revolution in the field of high-performance and professional management,
the new Information Integration Technologies combined with our leading
business vision have created the "BeauTec Business Pilot".
Our solution today is able to gather all available data within a single, integrated
and homogeneous architecture that is intuitively accessible and expoitable, still keeping
your best-in-class specialised business applications.
No more gray zones, locked compartments, or forgotten sources… Because there
is only one single version of reality, the various aspects of performance can be
observed. On the basis of indisputable information, future-proof strategies with
a high potential of efficiency can be developed to optimise your overall assets.
The operational and financial results can be permanently measured, analyzed, and
compared with your strategic objectives. Informed in real-time of current developments, you can focus and adjust your options and manage your enterprise securely.

At one glance,
See it…
> To measure and analyze!
"BeauTec Business Pilot" allows gathering,
integrating, and harmonizing all the important data
from the various departments of your company,
still leaving the source of the data at its origin.
After analysis, this data is aggregated in order to
form the one and only truth of your business
reality. Based on this unique and shared platform,
new creativity will arise within the different professions to serve the success of your activities.

Know it…
> To control and anticipate!
The same vision for everyone. Managers
and employees benefit from the same consolidated measurements, facts, and indicators that
are visualized according to their specific
needs. Each person at his own level of responsibility is able to understand and improve the factors
that optimize the performance.

Do it…
> To act and adjust!
All data and events are immediately taken into consideration as soon as they are created. Planning objectives and
resulting execution can easily be analyzed, compared, and superposed in real-time and with simplicity. Instantaneous reactivity,
necessary corrections and adjustments are done smoothly. New ideas,
new scenarios, that will soon be translated into actions and performance.

...Plan and optimize your performance securely
using "BeauTec Business Pilot".

All information is integrated,
aggregated, and evaluated...
Heterogeneous, diverse in its function and professions, your organization is also in your
information systems. Each department uses software specially designed for its specific
business function.
Today, this eclectic approach is a major handicap to view your enterprise in a global
and coherent manner.
How to conceive a strategy, control its execution, drive and reinforce the performance?
"BeauTec Business Pilot", a next generation solution developed by BeauTec, provides the ability to create a new transparency and new synergies within your company.
But how? By the use of elite technologies and our exceptional vision and methodology,
"BeauTec Business Pilot" provides an instantly optimized integration of information
unmatched in the market.

> "BeauTec Business Pilot" is the only solution
jointly providing:
> Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
> 100% "open code" solution
> Ultimate flexibility to respond instantaneously to present and future
developments and changes
> A data model transparently handling different data frequencies and propagation
> Intelligent interfaces importing the meta-data model of existing systems
without persistently storing copies of your data
> An unlimited possibility to define comparisons or KPI’s together with
instant notification
> Automatic update features, executed in real-time and providing audit trail
> Integrated business model separated from the technical data model
> Integration layer separated from the presentation layer

> Universal compatibility
"BeauTec Business Pilot" is compatible with all standards systems and technical
solutions available on the market and is based on industry leading proven technology.

> Optimal security
Each user has, depending on his role and responsibility, access to all levels of information
just by "Single Sign On".

> Essential flexibility
Every enterprise changes and grows. Without the need of technical assistance,
"BeauTec Business Pilot" adapts itself and enables real-time ”point and click”
adjustment of your business model for your entire organization, without the necessity
to rewrite code.

> Intuitive performance
Information is immediately understood in its context, comparison of any type of data
is possible. Providing requested information within seconds, the user is not limited in his
research.
Depending on your infrastructure, the information can be visualized as client/server
WindowsTM application, web portal, java applet, web-part or ActiveX.

… in order to act with
accuracy and efficiency!
> Accelerated decision-making cycle
With "BeauTec Business Pilot" the operations of planning, controlling, and
reporting are no longer disconnected or altered over time. They happen jointly
and simultaneously according to your unique business model with consistant and
continuous interaction and adjustment cycles.
"BeauTec Business Pilot" enables decision makers to translate their strategies
into plans, and to control a plan’s execution, to measure its performance, and to
adjust its directions in respect to most recent results.

> Entirely shared objectives
With "BeauTec Business Pilot" all players and collaborators in the company have
constant access to updated and validated information, to production and quality control
evaluating their performance, to KPI’s indicating deviations and alerts.
Conscious of and informed about global objectives, each individual can, at his level,
execute the required adjustments in order to increase the degree of fit into a transparent
shared strategy.

> Return of investment, rapid and lasting
Immediately operational, and immediately efficient as soon as installed,
"BeauTec Business Pilot" is instantaneously of value.The realized projects garuantee
a return of investment within months.
A concept open to evolution and mutation assures the continuity of our solution.
Its efficiency, short-term as well as long-term, its adaptability and flexibility, its low
maintenance cost, and its versatility make it the ideal integration solution for your
business.

> BeauTec: A motivated and experienced partner
> As a respected specialist in the domain of Integration Technologies, BeauTec
has developed the ability and know-how of anticipating events and has an innovation
capacity dominating that field.
> Among our coherent teams, deliberately strong in knowledge, our young experts
in new technologies and experienced consultants pilot your projects step-by-step
to success.
> Defining the needs and priorities, elaborating an adapted solution, realization and
implementation are key aspects of our project methodology.
> From conception to installation, required know-how transfer is constantly
performed. Maintenance and a second level support are provided.
> Step-by-step, at each phase you benefit from open and competent assistance
based on our close collaboration.

> Listening and Commitment
> BeauTec starts each new project open-minded and with its full portfolio
of options available, as your industry and its specifics, and your particular needs and
objectives are unique.
> All the details have to be identified that build the specific solution matching
exactly your expectations.

> Flexibility and Accuracy
> Proactive approach, flexible in adaptation and integrating changes, BeauTec
is based on strict and certified methodologies.
> Providing the definition of business processes, identifying critical milestones,
the risk exposure management and identification of new opportunities are our
professions.
> A wide range of methods are used to ensure project delivery success, including
of course cost management, deadlines, and quality assurance.

> Reliability and Professionalism
> Constantly researching the latest technologies, with expertise of world leading
technologies (Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Sun, etc…), BeauTec develops and provides
solutions respecting predefined deadlines, requirement specifications, and budget.
> BeauTec provides quality solutions validated and approved by global players,
national companies, as well as public and private organizations.

> Contact and Address
> Want to know more about us? Are you interested in details about a specific
subject?
> We remain naturally at your disposal and would be pleased to discuss with you,
free of any charge, details of your requirements and potential opportunities
of your projects.

La Ferme de St Paul
1545, route d’EPAGNY
74330 SILLINGY- FRANCE
tél : +33 450 24 60 20
fax : +33 450 66 76 71
e-mail : info@beautec.eu
internet : www.beautec.eu

www.encre-noire.com

Don't hesitate to contact us…

